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Inferential Reproducibility

- Validity, reliability, and significance are methodological pillars of empirical science.
- Easily neglected in race for improved state-of-the-art results on benchmark data.
- Old-fashioned statistical methods come the rescue to analyze inferential reproducibility!
  - Enter **interpretable GAMs and LMEMs** as analysis tools.
  - **Statistical tests like GLRT, VCA, or circularity test** are **justified by identifiability and consistency** of maximum likelihood estimators for GAMs and LMEMs.
  - **Wide applicability, well established software.**
Focus of our work

- **Significance:**
  - Related to partial conjunction testing for multiple datasets
    [Dror et al., 2017],
  - and to score distribution comparison for multiple models
    [Dror et al., 2019].
  - **Our focus:** **Unified approach** for significance testing under **meta-parameter and data variation**, using likelihood ratio tests.
Focus of our work

- **Reliability:**
  - Related to approaches that analyze meta-parameter importance in model prediction [Hutter et al., 2014, Bergstra and Bengio, 2012],
  - or report expected validation performance w.r.t. computational budget [Dodge et al., 2019, Tang et al., 2020].
  - **Our focus:** Explain variability by LMEM variance component analysis and justify reliability by ICC-like coefficient.
Focus of our work

- **Validity:**
  - Related to descriptive statistics to detect dataset bias
    [Poliak et al., 2018, Gururangan et al., 2018],
  - with goal of using machine learning to reduce influence of bias features
    [Clark et al., 2019, Kim et al., 2019].
  - **Our focus:** GAM-based test to **detect** validity-violating features and **remove** them from datasets.
Open Questions, Comments, Suggestions

- Towards **inferential reproducibility** as a **new standard in machine learning evaluation**?
  - How to get there?
  - Would you go the extra mile?
  - What did we forget?

- Please tell us in Q&A or by email to
  {riezler,hagmann}@cl.uni-heidelberg.de
Thank you!

Data, code, and preprint:

https://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/statnlpgroup/empirical_methods/
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